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Safety Letterbox Company RENZ system simplifies parcel collection for 

students  
 
Forward-thinking developers have made life easier for both staff and students at an 
accommodation block in Coventry, by installing a myRENZbox intelligent parcel 
management system, delivered by The Safety Letterbox Company. 
 
Paradise Student Village is in a prime location, only a short walk from the city centre and the main 
Coventry University campus. This site contains over a thousand rooms, and this is likely to grow. The 

company behind this development is AXO, a student accommodation provider, committed to going 
that extra mile for their residents. The living experience of the student community is their top priority, 
with a range of future-proofed attractive facilities. 

 
One of the new services on offer at this student village is myRENZbox. Available to all couriers, this 
system allows students to manage their parcel deliveries and returns with utmost security and 

discretion via mobile app or online portal. It can 
also be used as a safe storage location or to 
securely exchange personal items between 

residents or for collection of packages by local 
services, such as dry-cleaning companies. 
 

Not only does myRENZbox save time for users, but 
having this system as a secure central delivery 

location also increases the number of successful 
first-time deliveries at Paradise Student Village. This 
intelligent parcel box solution has a positive impact 

on the environment, as there are fewer journeys 
made by delivery personnel. 

 

For AXO, the headache of intercepting and organising parcel deliveries has been solved by 
myRENZbox. Deliveries are made directly into the system, so the front of house staff can concentrate 
on offering the best living experience to the students. The responsibility for lost or damaged parcels 

becomes a thing of the past! 
 
For students, myRENZbox streamlines the process. There is no waiting time to pick-up their parcels. 

They are in control of their deliveries via the mobile app. As soon as they receive a notification of 
delivery into the system, they can collect their 
items. 

 
Numan Civil, AXO Accommodation Manager, 

Paradise Student Village, explained the benefits: 
“With such a boom in online shopping, 
managing parcels in the office has been a real 

challenge. Using myRENZbox has reduced the 
pressure that our employees face. Instead of 
searching for the student’s name on a more 

conventional style collection box, now they can 
put it in a secure smart box, and an 
automatically generated notification will be sent 



 

so that the student can pick up the delivery straight from myRENZbox. The myRENZbox application is 

easy to use with a simple interface.”  
 
The myRENZbox configuration installed at Paradise Student Village comprises a control module, two 

533mm extension modules and seven 300mm extension modules. It has been designed to fit snuggly 
in the alcove space available. The system has been powder coated in Traffic White (RAL9016), which 
is one of many standard colours. The overall appearance is clean and bright and allows the 

myRENZbox logo to stand out. 
 
If you would like to know more about myRENZbox for students or would like a virtual demo for you or 

your team, please contact Richard Wigley, Head of myRENZbox UK by email on 
richard.wigley@safetyletterbox.com. 
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